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ABSTRACT

In connection with the parameters characterizing the phase noise in cw mode-

locked lasers and under the employ of streak cameras operated by sinewave deflec-

tion this paper discusses by a stochastic description the timing capabilities of the

measuring system for two commonly used synchronization techniques. Especially,

the power spectrum of the sweep signal versus the laser phase noise is examined

in detail. The theoretical results are used to interpret experimental observations

recorded by means of actively and passively mode-locked lasers. One of the inter-

esting applications of synchroscan operations to metrology is the determination of

short-term instabilities of the oscillator on a time scale near to the period.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to investigate, in a stochastic approach, the tem-

poral limitations due to the electronic synchronization in synchroscan streak camera

applicationsfl], Well-known experimental results in synchroscan measurements with

actively mode-locked lasers emphasize that in the configuration where the deflec-

tion is carried out by means of the ultrastable oscillator driving the acousto-optic

modulator, the temporal performances are considerably worse than those recorded

in the case of a sweep signal directly derived from the recurrent laser pulses[2 — 5].

In the last procedure of operation, reliable temporal resolution in the picosecond

range is obtained despite the use of an active electronic trigger which is inherently

a source of noise [6]. .

Since so much importance must be attached to the different temporal fluctu-

ating contributions occuring in the laser streak camera system, then it should be

worthwhile to acquire convenient theoretical tools evaluating their impact on the

temporal resolution.

This investigation attempts to present theoretical models which can be applied

to the aforementioned experimental operating configurations : the passive and ac-

tive synchronization set-ups.

> !

2 - STREAK CAMERA OPERATION

Passive synchronization. The operating principle of a streak camera (SC) used

in conjunction with a mode-locked cw laser (L) associated with a synchronously

pumped dye laser (DL) is easily understood by considering the experimental ar-

rangement schematically depicted in Fig. Ia. The frequency doubled (FD) sinu-

soidal voltage drive V( t ) for the camera is obtained from the ultrastable sinewave

generator (G). A repetitive sequence of suitable deflection ramps (Fig. 2) syn-

chronous with the laser pulses I ( t ) is produced by applying the high frequency

i/o = l/t0(~ 8OMHz) voltage V ( t ) to the deflection plates of the tube in such a

way that the central half of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the signal - departing



from the linearity by less than 5% - corresponds to the entire streak length on the

phosphor screen [3].

The laser output I(t) is modelled by a sequence of pulses for which both the

amplitudes and the occurence times are random. Furthermore it is assumed that

both processes are stochastically independent and that the pulses do not undergo

shape variations. In the following, fo(t) is the intensity profile of the amplitude

normalized laser pulse and thus the pulse train can be expressed in the form of [5,7]

T(t)]®F(t) (1)

with

F(t) = ̂  [Fo(kto) + UiF0]* (t + kto)
k

(2)

where F0(t) and T(t) are stationary random functions with zero mean, mpa repre-

sents the mean peak intensity of the pulse.

A typical outcome i(t) exhibiting variations in intensity and position and an

idealistic pulse train i0(t) synchronous with the deflection voltage are shown in

Fig. 2.

The high angular frequency U0 = 27r/t0 (= 2irv0) sinusoidal voltage applied to

the deflectors of the streak tube is given by

V(t) = V0 cos [u>0t + <*(t)] = V0 cos u)0 [t + 0(t)]

T;

I

(3)

where the phase 6(t) is a random function (or random variable) slowly varying with

respect to u>ot and responsible of the random frequency modulation (Fig. 2).

It is worth emphasizing that each individual streak image under the syn-

chroscan operation gives two essential informations :

(i) the histogram hr j ( t ) of the image which is related to the spatial and temporal

distributions of the incident light pulses and to the response function of the tube

( i i ) the position x (i.e. the center of gravity) of the histogram with respect

to the origin denned as the electron beam impact corresponding to the deflection
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voltage equal to zero :

X = v[T(kt0)-0(kto) + 00] i(4)

with #o constant and v the streak velocity. S

The accumulation of streaks during a time ta (corresponding to the recording

of a number n = ta/t0 of individual events) gives the entire information relating the

single shot histogram ho(t) and the statistics of T(t) and ©(t).

We are interested in establishing the statistics of I(t) at any fixed time t, thus

we have to evaluate the expectation value E [ï(t)|. Remarking that I(t) is given by

the following expression

lFo(kt
/

+OO
dwf0(u>)expjw [t + kt0

•00
T(t)] (5)

I, i' -OO

where fo(u;) is the Fourier transform of f0( t) and since Fo(t) and T(t) are indepen-

dent stationary processes with zero mean, E [I(t)j becomes simply ;

= ~ mFo

+ 00

du; f0 (U>)<£T (& ) exp ju? (t (6)

) represents the first order characteristic function of T(t) whose probability

density is fj(t). In the time domain and for T(t) stationary in the strict sense,

Eq. 6 has the form of

E [ I ( t ) ] = m F o

In the absence of any phase variations of the sinewave generator, the accumu-

lation procedure due to the synchroscan operation leads to a spatial distribution

E [I(x) j of the image on the phosphor given by the superposition over space of one

function having a known form (Eq. 7). Thus, the distributions of the streak images

are given by

X

I!

E j I ( X ) J - r ( x / v ) ® f 0 ( x / v ) ® f T ( x / v )

4

(8)



for which the response function r(t) of the streak tube has been taken into ac-

count. Eq. 8 shows that for ultrashort laser pulses (fo(t) = 6(t)] the resolution for

synchroscan operations can be limited by the temporal fluctuations between two

successive pulses. In this case, the standard deviation of the experimental resolu-

tion curve a\ is hence given by a\ = o% -f a\. Noting that the technical temporal

resolution crr of the streak camera is typically 2 — 4 ps for commercially available

systems, it can be concluded that laser phase noises (<TT) of few ps can be experi-

mentally determined.

In the presence of oscillator phase noise, assumed to be stationary, the temporal

jitter introduceH bj the deflection waveform can be characterized by a constant

variance <r| ; thus fff = (T~ + v\ + <rj. The phase fluctuations of an oscillator with a

long term stability of the order of 10~9 can exhibit short term variation of 100 ps [8].

Active synchronization. In this experimental configuration (Fig. Ib) an electrical

signal - obtained from a fast photodiode illuminated by a small fraction of the

laser beam - triggers a tunnel diode, the output of which is passed directly into

an amplifier and into a bandpass filter (^o = 80 MHz, Af = 2 MHz) to generate an

appropriate sinusoidal deflection signal[3].

In order to detail the pertinent factors limiting the temporal resolution of this

operating set-up, we now undertake a power spectra analysis of the laser and sweep

signals. The autocorrelation and the spectral density of the laser pulses for which

both the amplitudes and the occurence times are random are given by (see Eqs. 51

and 52 in réf. [7]) :

1-2 r f + 00

= -%— I j
** J J - OO

x [RF,,(W) -f

(u.',-u> ;\v)expjujr

(u> + ku>0) (9)

Si(u;) = t0
 2 I f 0 ( ^. u,- + HIpn i/-(u.\u; -i- ko!0),i (10)

where <3T" (u>i.u>2 ;T) is the second order characteristic function of the stationary

•à



random function T(t) and Rp0 (T) the autocorrelation of the amplitude noise F0(t).

(u,v) and ^(u;,u7) represent the Fourier transforms of Rp0 i ~u îT)

It is now important to determine the power spectrum of the deflection signal

D(t). The impulse responses of the tunnel diode trigger circuit and of the bandpass

filter are taken respectively as that of the simplest integrating circuit and that of a

high-Q- tuned circuit, thus

(U)

(12)

JTD (t) = (1/7^0) exp-t

= W0 (exp — at)smu>0t

with the damping factor a -C u>o-

Their corresponding Fourier transforms can be written

IBP («>) = al/ [(Q +Ju;)2 + u?j]

The spectral density of D(t) simply becomes

(13)

(14)

(15)

At this stage, it has to be stressed out the oversimple assumption concerning

the tunnel diode pulse shape circuit described as a purely passive device. In fact,

it can act as a linear system undergoing a stochastic delay ; indeed amplitude

fluctuations of the input pulses give rise to random times of arrival of the output

signals[9]. Thus, the use of active triggers increases in the picoseccnd range the

temporal jitter of the repetitive pulses.

For a quantitative evaluation of the spectral density Si(w) or of Sj(u>) =

SiH/lfoH!2 which is that corresponding to a time and intensity noisy sequence of

impulses J ( t ) [ I ( t ) = J ( I ) ® f o ( t ) \ it is assumed that T ( t ) is a normal process, with

an autocorrelation RT( T ) corresponding to the power spectrum ST(UJ) . Thus, the

characteristic functions become



= exp - !/2

and

<bf (u>i,u>2 :T) = exp — [UJj" RT(O) •*• 2u>iuj% RT(T) — 0/0

A reasonable assumption is to take (<rTu;)2 <<. 1. which leads to

(16}

Indeed, for a dispersion <TT near to !Ops and 1̂, equal to 5 » 108 s" ' which

corresponds to tne repetition rate of cw mode-locked lasers, kutgfff is less than one

for k going up to 200.

Thus, it is straightforward to show that the following approximations hold

1181

Then

1, (u> - ku;0)

(19)

• ku>0)l

With physically accepted assumptions[5j this expression takes the simple form of

- ku>0 )

(2O 1

(^' +

Sj(u>) may be considered as the sum of discrete components which correspond

to the perfect impulse train, to frequency shifted power spectra due to the am

plitude noise and to the temporal j i t ter whose magnitude is increasing wi th the



frequency. It is of importance to notice that the u;2 dependence of the time jitter

spectrum is usually used - in experiments — to distinguish between the contributions

of amplitude and time fluctuations[10].

It should be pointed out that the above analysis of the limiting forms of the

spectrum Sj (u>) was based on the assumption of a monotonie behavior of the spec-

trum ST(W) or Sp0(w) characterized by a simple time scale TT or Tp0. If for instance

T(t) or F0(t) features several distinct correlation times, or ST(W) exhibits a suf-

ficiently narrow band at a certain high frequency so that RT(T) is an oscillating

function, then these expressions are not justified. It can be remark that the vari-

ation law of the magnitude of the phase noise sidebands depends on the nature of

the stochastic process modelling the temporal jitter T(t).

The key of the investigation lays in the evaluation of the power spectrum SD(W)

or Sjj(u>) = Su(u;)/|fo(w)|2 which characterizes the time fluctuations of the sweep

signal. From Eqs 13-15 it is easy to see that

5(U;) = Sj(ur)u;0
2/ {4 [(a ± W0)2 + a2] [l + w2r2

D] } (21)

where 2a represents the FVVHM of the lorentzian filter and the selectivity 2a/u»o is

typically in the range of 10~2. Finally, since the response function TTD(W) is smooth

i.e. it does not present any oscillating term, it is sufficient to consider the power

spectrum S=T(W) = Sg-(u;)/|fTD(u?)|2.

From Eqs. 20 and 21, remembering that cr/u?2, -C 1, it can be readily shown

that the following approximation is verified

SFl,(u7 ± (22)

[l + (w ± W0)2 /a2] }

From this expression, it clearly appears that if the negligible higher order terms are

not tacken into account. S=(^ -) becomes a poxver spectrum consisting of an impulse

and a narrow band ; in other terms D ( t ) is the superposition of a monochromatic

8
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and a quasimonochromatic signals. It can be seen that the effect of filtering by a

high-Q-tuned circuit is to completly suppress the w2 dependence and to drastically

reduce the intensities of the higher harmonics corresponding to the perfect recurrent

impulses and to amplitude and period fluctuations.

Without lost of generality, a particular example will be examined based on a

physically realistic situation [SFO(W) = 2^p0Tp0 /(I +W2Tp0) and ST(W) = 20-T TrV(I+

W2T.2.)) for which the r.m.s. 5^ T^2 = f S=(w)di/ will be calculated. Thus, from

Eq. 22 wee see that

(23)

With dye lasers pumped by actively mode-locked systems, the intensity and

time fluctuations (two last terms of the RHS member of Eq. 23) represent about
1

tenth of percent.

3 - DISCUSSION

One of the main result of this investigation is given by Eqs. 7 and 8. It results

that for a monochromatic deflection signal, the interpulse fluctuations of the laser

pulses may be considered as random variations of the temporal interval between

the origin defined as the sinusoidal sweep is zero and the time of arrival of the laser

pulse. From the spectral density analysis it can be stated that for any stationary

process of T(t) the power spectrum S= (w) (Eq. 22) of a high-Q-tuned circuit excited

by a periodic train of pulses with amplitude and phase noises, looks very much like

to that of a pure sinewave. Then, it is worth remarking that even in the active

synchronization configuration, the temporal limitation of the synchroscan operation

is limited only by the period fluctuations of the laser pulses.

In a final step these results are useful to interpret the experimental temporal

performances of synchroscan streak cameras associated with cw actively (passively)

mode-locked lasers [A(P)MLj . Tlie parameters of noisy repetitive AML pulses de-

termined by spectral density analysis can be found in refs. [5.10,11] and typically "I
j,

.

\ \
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values of <TT and <7F0/mp0 are respectively 5-10 ps and 5%.

As noted above, the tunnel diode trigger system is in fact an active nonlinear

device, the switching time defined as the delay to switch from one bistable point to

the other is heavily dependent on the magnitude of the input pulse[9j. Assuming

that the input current undergoes variations of few percents due to intensity varia-

tions of the laser the corresponding changes in the switching delay are estimated to

be tens of ps. Thus, the resulting signal H(t) applied to the high-Q-tuned circuit is

of the form of

H(t) = f0[t + T(t) + TTD(t)] ® F(t) <g> fTD(t) (24)

and

E[H(I)] = 2jfr(t + kt0)S>
le

S>?r(t) (25)

where TTD(I) is related to the temporal jitter of the tunnel diode, characterized by

the probability density frcfO- I* should be emphasized that, in spite of the fact

that the employ of an active trigger decreases the timing quality of the input of the

tuning circuit, the synchronization of the synchroscan streak camera is jitter free.

This theoretical result is confirmed by the subps performances obtained with PML

system[6].

In view of these remarks, the degradation of the temporal resolution (5 —

10ps)[5] recorded with an AML apparatus used in conjunction with an active syn-

chronization device, in comparison with the excellent, timing capabilities of a PML

system ( lps)[6j , is attributed to the period fluctuations of the laser pulses. As

precedingly recalled, this conclusion corroborates spectral density analysis of the

interpulse jitter. At least, it is of importance to compare the performances (Fig. 3a

and 3b) obtained with an AML system (described in réf. [5]) respectively associated

with an active and a passive synchronization. Taking into account that autocor-

relation measurements lead to duration of less than 2 ps and that the technical

resolution of the streak camera is typically better than 4 ps. the FWHM equal to

10



6 ps is due to the laser phase noise whereas the 25 ps width reveals the importance

of the oscillator instabilities. Although the long-term stability of the sinewave gen-

erator of the mode-locker is as good as 10~9 (specified by the manufacturer), the

short-term phase dispersion which can become more and more significant when

shorter time scales are involved, is unknown[l2]. On the basis of this discussion, it

can be assessed that the time dispersion of the c -dilator i.e. the period fluctuations

of the waveform, is of the order of 10 ps (stability 10~3) when the corresponding

standard deviation is evaluated at a time scale equal to the period ; it has to be

compared to the accuracy of 10"1 ' [8] of a measurement carried out on a longer time

scale.

11
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 : Passive (a) and active (b) experimental arrangements :

L : laser, DL : dye laser, SC : streak camera,

OA : optical multichannel analyser, CC : computer,

G : sinewave generator, FD : frequency doubler,

A : amplifier, D : photodiode, PS : pulse shaping circuit.

Fig. 2 : Schematic of sinewave deflections related to repetitive light pulses : v0(t) and

io(t) are deterministic signals, v(t) and i(t) are typical outcomes.

Fig. 3 : Histograms recorded with a dye laser synchronously pumped by a cw actively

mode-locked Nd:YAG laser[5]: active (a) and passive (b) synchronization.
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